
yang 35:13 

No It seems like he chose them all himself. 

 

 

My sister is relatively independent, and she just says that she wants to make a play, 

and my sister is one of those women who then says that she lives a relatively 

sophisticated life. 

 

xin 35:32 

You are the words of mum and dad are a few brothers. 

 

yang 35:43 

On my mother's side is that I have two uncles and two aunts. 

 

xin 35:48 

How old is your mother? 

 

yang 35:52 

My mother seems to be caught right in the middle. 

 

xin 35:53 

Two sisters and two brothers. 

 

yang 35:55 

 

Ah no. 

No, my mum is not right, my mum has an uncle right below her, a brother- in-law 

again both older than my mum, to my great uncle my great aunt my second aunt are 

older than my mum. My dad's side is that I have two uncles and two aunts who seem 

to be third in line as if both my aunts are older than my dad. No, my two uncles, one 



count is older than my dad and one uncle to both are younger than my dad. 

 

Yes, also the third in line. 

 

xin 36:32 

2 sisters then. 

 

yang 36:34 

Then2 a brother. 

 

xin 36:36 

Your parents are pretty much the same, they're5 both kids... five kids in a family, right? 

 

yang 36:44 

1234 hey it seems like yes no, I was confused when I asked. 

 

xin 36:49 

Are you not even thinking about it. 

 

yang 36:51 

Yeah you just have a good many years and then don't go back. 

 

xin 36:57 

Did you meet with them when you went back? 

 

yang 36:59 All to meet. 

Our family is still very traditional. If I go back to my country, the first thing I have to 

do is to go to each family and visit them. I'm not sure if I'm going back to my home 

country, but it's still a tradition in our family that during New Year's Eve, Mum must 

ask us to call each and every relative to pay our respects, and I didn't do it last year. 



 

xin 37:30 

Then if you have to call, do you feel any strangeness and awkwardness in talking to 

them, the kind where you can't say much? 

 

yang 37:38 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're talking about, and 

then face to face, and then face to face when you're at home, and then pay your 

respects to the elders at home, which is very normal, and sometimes you don't know 

what to say on the phone. 

 

xin 37:53 

Say no not too much like. 

 

yang 37:55 

Yes, and then we also divided, and then if it was to call my youngest uncle, then I 

would be natural, because then I have been messing with him since I was a child, but 

with my eldest aunt and then my youngest aunt and my oldest uncle, then I don't 

know, and then I don't know what else to say except to pay my respects, and then to 

pay my second aunt's respects, and then I don't know what to say even more, 

because my second aunt's only son's words are this has been gone for 10years. 

 

xin 38:38 

What does this mean? 

 

yang 38:40 

It's the one who had an accident and left, so said to call my second aunt, and then 

didn't know what to say even more. 

 

xin 38:46 



Like relatives on your parents' side he they are basically in the countryside, or are 

there people who study well? 

 

yang 39:04 

In fact, my two aunts are now then both in the city are in the city, and then the 

younger aunt, then the two children then both in Shanghai, 

I told you before, and then my older aunt's two children, then also 

mixed quite well, one is in the highway, now then are not on the highway, 

before is on our local highway bureau, the other is in the lawyer's firm, now seems to 

be on the highway that has started to do this kind of The one on the highway now 

seems to have started this kind of ecological garden on its own. 

 

xin 39:43 

Like you said that your relatives' kids are doing quite well because of them, I would 

say what kind of education his parents have, for example, and do they give guidance 

to their kids or something like that? 

 

yang 39:59 

No, the literacy level should generally be average. 

 

 

But now work, anyway, then no particularly outstanding on all okay, then my two 

aunts then are all ok, then my youngest uncle's daughter, then now is before me, 

then with you my youngest uncle, then in the triangle tyre then more well -known 

local enterprises, then his daughter then also in the triangle tyre, now then should 

also be the director, should also what he is regardless of the matter, then called what? 

Human resources. To the human resources in charge of things. 

 

 

And then my uncle's daughter is a teacher, a teacher in Weifang, and then my father's 



side of the job is quite good, and then my sister-in-law's daughter, my sister-in-law's 

daughter belongs to then our whole family, then the oldest, he has to have estimated 

now then 40how fast50, he belongs to the oldest sister's, but he has already retired 

when he was in his forties, that is to say, when he was in the factory, so She now 

seems to be in charge of the street and then not so much, and then my great aunt's 

son, who is also a teacher. 

 

xin 41:40 

Is your great aunt a teacher? 

yang 41:42 

No, nothing, just planting flowers, both of them, and then it was a long time ago, 

then planting and selling flowers, selling flowers. Then there is my mother, and then 

my sister and I both, and then abroad. 

 

 

And then my great uncle's two children, both of them are in Beijing, it seems that 

they are both in Beijing, but then the eldest son, then he 

has done everything, everything, in Beijing anyway, what makes money, then he is 

what, business he does very mixed, he seems to have opened an advertising company, 

then opened a ticket sales office, then he has done everything anyway, also recruit 

also opened a school for air hostesses, then I think he's done everything, he's done 

everything. 

 

xin 42:46 

You see your sister studied physics and you studied dentistry or something like that, 

is there a doctor in your family? 

 

yang 42:53  

No. 

Hey, it's not like there's none of them. My dad is a veterinarian. 



He was an apprentice in the production team. My father was a child and his health 

was not very good, so he used to work in the production team and you either worked 

in the fields or you did something. 

 

xin 43:38 

Does your dad run that kind of shop now. 

 

yang 43:41 

No, he used to before, then is every six months will come over, basically domestic six 

months here six months this time because of the epidemic then did not come over, 

otherwise he usually he now then at home basically do not do anything, then anyway, 

said nothing, then walk the Ran do what. 

 

xin 44:06 

So what was the main thing your family did when you and your sister were at school? 

 

yang 44:09 

My father is also what, what has done, to the veterinary station of veterinarians, our 

side of the veterinary station has done meals, also to the institutions and then did 

meals, as if later then opened their own pig farm, but lost a mess . 

 

xin 44:30 

Isn't pig farming lucrative? 

 

yang 44:31 

But that year just happened to be that time called what 5number disease or what 

disease, yes just happened to be that he caught then that batch, the pig farm then 

did it for years. 

 

xin 44:51 



If they are like this business sound how does it usually do not care too much about 

you guys is it? 

 

yang 45:00 

Anyway, the countryside, and then there is nothing to control, and I went to high 

school after high school and then came out, so there is nothing to control, and I 

belong to the kind of. Now think about the past, I am the kind of person who is 

relatively good at pretending, so I usually belong to the type that is very good at 

home. 

 

xin 45:31 

What about outside. 

 

 

Did you ever start to imagine Britain before you came, just when your sister told you 

that if you didn't get into university you would come to Britain. You didn't want to 

come? Why? 

 

yang 46:00 

Because I already hated English, I was bad at English when I was at school, I already 

hated English, and then came to a place that then specialized in speaking English. 

 

 

My sister and I are the polar opposites, my sister is a very good student, she just reads 

everything once and basically then remembers it, I'm still dumb and then I just do 

whatever. It seems that I am more like my father and my sister is more like my mother, 

who was an accountant in the village for many years. We had a lime factory on our 

side and my mother worked as an accountant for the lime factory. I memorised and 

then messed around with things just being very stupid very stupid. 

 



xin 47:01 

If you say your mother worked as an accountant in a lime factory, that's the kind of 

work you do for quite a few years. 

 

yang 47:06 

My mother seems to work for quite a few years, then then the cement 

factory accident, is when someone burned lime, then accidentally fell into the pit was 

burned to death, then from that time plus or environmental pollution messy these 

things, then the control is more strict, because burning lime and then very polluted 

environment, slowly then the lime factory closed down, then our village then is 

digging lime, it is necessary to use what is called stone, called So we had this stone 

in our village and dug a big pit, and anyway, by the time I left the country, then the 

pit was there, and it couldn't be backfilled because 

it was too deep. 

 

xin 48:02 

What about now. 

 

yang 48:03 

I don't even know if that hole was then filled. 

 

xin 48:07 

You have that stone over there so you mainly do lime plants right? 

 

yang 48:12 

Yes, at that time, the whole village's economy mainly depended on the lime factory, 

two kinds, a lime factory and a vermicelli factory, but in the end, both of these were 

then the most polluted in the environment. 

The vermicelli factory was more serious because it discharged water directly into the 

river. 



 

xin 48:31 

The fact that there are two factories on your side of the village means that the 

economy is quite good. 

 

yang 48:35 

The village used to be economically quite good, and used to belong to and then the 

economic development was relatively okay. There is no way to compare with those 

small fishing villages, but it belongs inside, that is, a little inside, and then belongs to 

the development of the better. 

 

xin 48:51 

Like I asked my grandmother, our village I felt had nothing and no factory, and then 

it was quite poor too. 

 

yang 49:06 

Anyway, our village now then also seems to have nothing, nothing, 

everyone is basically working outside, but then no that means not very far away, are 

not far from the village, then I now a few friends then still still in our side, basically 

then not out of Weihai City 

 

xin 49:35 

Your family has always been in the same village and your grandparents have always 

been in the same place? 

 

yang 49:44 

Yes, my grandparents and grandparents were all in the same village, all in this one 

village. But the next generation is less in the village, it's left then my parents my 

second aunt, then my great uncle, the rest have gone out. 

 



xin 50:04 

Like of you relatives, what did they do in your parents' generation? 

 

yang 50:21 

My dad's side of the family was basically a farmer in the village. The best development 

of the year was my great aunt, she had what was called at that time? When the 

machinery factory didn't develop very well, she turned all the premises into a cold 

storage factory, and it seems that she still has a few cold storage factories in her 

family now. He was the one who took over my grandfather's job, he was the one who 

took over my grandfather's job, and he was also in a rubber factory, so he went 

straight out to live in the city, and he took over my grandfather's job, because my 

grandfather seemed to have had a blood clot or something in his early years, and 

then he had trouble moving around, so he took over my grandfather's job. work. 

 

xin 51:36 

Grandpa used to be in a rubber factory too. 

 

yang 51:39 

He was working in a factory. 

 

xin 51:42 

Rubber factory. 

 

yang 51:44 

yes 

My sister-in-law was a member of the tobacco company in the early 

years, but after the tobacco company failed, he opened a kiosk and raised 

two children, and now he is doing well. My brother-in-law then  went to 

Harbin, and I think he also cooked for the canteen. 

 


